INTRODUCTION
The slow wave, slotted vane structure with or without an opposite parallel plane ( Fig. 1 ) has been studied in numerous studies (e.g., by Watkins [2] and by Collins [4] ) in more depth. In either a linear version, as in Fig. 1 , or in circularly bent configuration this structure has been successfully used as slow wave circuit in traveling wave crossed field amplifiers or oscillators. The structure has a forward wave fundamental with a backward wave as first space harmonic.
The latter has served as the most successful circuit for very high frequency: 300 to 2000 GHz, milliwatt power (backward wave) voltage tunable oscillator. On the positive side, the favorable feature of this structure is its very high beam interaction impedance, when the beam hole is placed into the vane just below y = 0. There the electric field decreases slowly as sin k(y -Yo) and sin kyo = 0, Yo being the center of the beam hole. For this reason the transverse beam--slow wave structure---coupling coefficient is very large, M 2 > 0.9, much larger than in helices, coupled cavities, and similar structures with exponential decay. On the negative side, this low pass filter circuit has a typical kh = _oh/c versus floL characteristic: the curve rises rapidly with high velocity uph = cl2 to a point where to L is approximately rd3, bends over into an almost horizontal (parallel to to L) shape where the group velocity u s is a small fraction of c, ug = c/lO0. One is thus forced to work inside the "bend" region and compromise between high beam coupling impedance K o_ llug and losses, also proportional to 1/Ug. With rectangular slots it is not too difficult to achieve K---200 to 300 f2 with acceptable losses on a short circuit. High impedance makes this circuit also attractive for low power, low voltage applications at kV for a 2 W, 30 GHz forward wave TWT. On the other side, higher voltage, low frequency crossed field amplifiers could much benefit from higher impedance and lower losses. Since noise jitter and noise figure are proportional to the current (at least in the first power), efficiency and noise could be improved.
The vane structure with elliptical slots could be used for design and construction ofa BWO with lower starting oscillation current due to higher K and lower losses.
In the analysis to follow the wave equation of an elliptic cylinder is solved, assuming a single component for Ez is transformed from the cartesian coordinates x,y,z into confocal elliptical coordinates [1] , one obtains, see Fig 2,  _2q+ _2q 2k2c°2 (cosh2_-cos2n)q = 0 (2) where _(_,rl) = _(_)0(rl)and W is a function oft alone and _ba function of'q alone. Then we obtain 2 2 _b-_-_2_1/ + 11/-_--_2{_ + _(cosh 2_ -cos 2rl)q/-¢ = 0
and q = _-_ is either E or H.
Dividing Eq. (3) by qJ._b leads to:
where a is a separation constant. Rearranging leads to two ordinary equations:
Equations (5) and (6) (7) and (8) is not permitted. The power series for ordinary and modified Mathieu functions were computed and tabulations may be found in [1] and [3] .
DISPERSION EQUATION
We shall derive in this paragraph the dispersion relation fl(og) = f(¢.o/c) = f(k) for the finned structure shown in Fig. 1 with slots having an elliptical shape. Since it is assumed that the slots extend infinitely in the x-direction (perpendicular to the plane of paper) we are dealing with elliptical cylinders with no x variation, d/o3x = 0; it is very helpful and necessary to invoke the comparison with the case of rectangular slots, as treated by Watkins [2] . Watldns takes only the O-order case with no variation of E and H along the boundary y = 0. The appropriate solution for standing waves in cartesian coordinates is then [2] in the m-th slot (not to be confused with order in above)
We take notice that both E and H are independent ofz inside the rectangular slots !We are dealing with a TEM wave only.
Returning now to the case to be treated in elliptical cylinder coordinates it seems appropriate to use the Ansatz yielding results of the form of Eqs. (9) and (10). Since Hx is in the direction of the axis of the elliptic cylinder that has a maximum at the apex (bottom of slot), "q= 0, we put the linear combination
Equation (12) isthe(product) solution ofwave Eq. (2)inelliptic cylinder coordinates. Note thatHx(rl, _) is independent ofx. ce 1(_, q), Ce 1(9, q)and Fey] are the angular and radial solutions of Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively and are given in [1] and [3] .
For values ofq not too large (q < 8), the series converges quickly. In our case q < zr2/16 < 0.61685. The radial functions
In Eq. (14) I lOce El+ qIl+ / 1
After dividing Eq. (14) by All, Eqs. (14) may be written
For an ellipse whose long half axis a = c o cosh _ >> b = co sinh _ = --_ = half gap width. 2 
with g = (c o/'4_)_/cosh 24 -cos 2r/, the elliptical metric factor. The arc lengths dSl and ds2, the hyperbolic and elliptic arc lengths, respectively are ds I = gd_ and ds 2 = gdr 1
Note that dsl being perpendicular to the elliptic contour _ = const corresponds to changes across the gap (dz in [2] ) and ds2 is perpendicular to hyperbolic lines rl = const (dy in [2] ). Differentiating Cel(_,q) with respect to _ yields from Eqs. (14a) and (b):
etc _o.u_o, io,_e_OO._ ._o, sioUX--00_4_, I_o I<< 1_ _ .owo_r, _e_en_a,°omponont o_i__oo the elliptical surface _0. Eq. (18) shows that E_ = 0 only for _ = 0, that is on the confocal line. Because _ << 0, sinh _ -is very small hut not zero. To force E_ to be rigorously zero on _o we have to force the brackett of Eq. (16) to become zero on the surface _ = _0. Thus:
Note that when _ = 0, the argument of N becomes simply 24q = kcd2, regular and finite. We have then, using /90 = kc o cosh _o --kCo ....
The coefficients A_, A_, A_,-.-, A_r+l may be obtained from recurrence relations as given in [1] and [3] :
The relation for the desired function cel(rl,q) and r >_1 is
For q < 1, the series converges rapidly and the required ratios A_r+I/A l are easily obtained for a given value al--the characteristic number (separation constant) which are listed in [1] and [3] . The required expression for al is 
do p We are turning now to the important expression for E_ (4, r/) that has to be matched at the gap y = 0-or r/= kh to the Ez component ofy = 0+. From Eqs. (12) and (15) E
and ce{(rL q) = oqceI (rl, q)/oarl. We have to normalize the parameter C(I) = Co)(q) such that for 17 = kh:
The [ ] bracket designates the Bessel functions summations in Eq. at the boundary of the gap, given by 77 = kh: Using Eq. (1.65) [2] H + =i k +** _.__ifJZei_, _ oEy.
and taking, as discussed earlier z = 6/2, the center of the gap (¢ = 0) and H x from Eq. (12), one gets:
where ct3(q), _5(q)"" are the coefficients of the cosine expansions given in Eq. (13). We now rewrite 
The subscript "e" denotes quantities belonging to "elliptic" solutions. 
The corresponding result for rectangular slots of equal width w and height h and gap _ is
Equating Eqs. (48) and (49):
For the ratio PDR/PDe it then follows from Eqs. (46) and (49) sin 2kh 1 -6_ 3 sin 3kh 9_ sin 3kh 
because integration from 0--_0 covers only one half of the elliptical slot.
For small _ << 1, we neglect the dependence of H on _ as discussed earlier (see Eq. (14)) and obtain
., vf ol' (55 a)
We" "_I£12(kc°');w{c°sinh_°c°c°sh_°-_(lJ_, o,) _ sin2kh2kh4a3sin2khc°s2kh)2kh sin4kh_+ a 2-kh(. sin4kh I sin._3khll
Except for having neglected higher order terms of a, Eq. (56) is an accurate expression for We.
Recall that c o sinh _o = _/2 = half of the minor axis and co cosh _o = h = half of the major axis and that Figure 5 shows a cross-section of a vane with height h and width w and a beam hole of radius b << w.
The center of the hole is located at O" or a distance -yo below the top of vanes, y = 0. In the simple (but very accurate) single TEM wave theory the electric field in the slots behaves as equation (9) sin
We introduce now circular coordinates inside the beam hole with radius b centered at y = -Yo. Consider a narrow strip of thickness dy located at y = -Yo+ b cos ct. The half width BA = b sin et. The area of the strip dA is
The area of the hole is, of course
The magnitude ofEz aty = -Yo + b cos ot is:
The transverse beam coupling coefficient Mg is defined: This extremely high requirement for current density imposes great difficulties on the cathode life and gun construction.
Any relief by factor 2 or more would be highly beneficial and necessary. 
